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decided to not stick with in his past due father's footsteps, Spencer Hargreaves turns his again
on a multi-million pound inheritance and takes to the air back-packing. 3 months later he makes
Australia's Ten such a lot Wanted. Hiding out at the gold coast, amid the insanity of Mardi Gras,
Spencer and his associates scan Fat Tuesday with every little thing they could get their palms
on, leaving Spencer suffering to carry onto reality...
For a few cause i began drawing comparisons to Camus' "The Stranger through the top of this.
loved the read, brief book, sex, drugs, violence, rebellion. Spencer is a lad from Newcastle,
united kingdom (as is the author,I'll get to that), who is came upon himself "backpacking" on
Australia's gold coast. Hooking up with a gaggle of directionless youths, Spencer turns to
medicinal drugs and petty crime to attempt to rid himself of the lifestyles again in Newcastle with
a dreadful, wealthy father and no neighbors to talk of. ...(The author's brother, Rod Davison,
used to be considered one of our desk pals on our final carribean cruise and pointed out his
brother's book. probably wonderful humans in Newcastle.)
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